A key challenge every business faces is making use of the valuable transactional data collected every day.



Gain rapid access to key perfor-

For businesses that rely on Microsoft Access to support business operations, putting key metrics at your

mance indicators to make better

fingertips can be onerous and require expertise with reports and SQL queries.

business decisions





Flexibility to define numerous

Creating informative reports and metrics that you can

dashboards that target the appro-

use to make solid business decisions generally requires

priate audiences

numerous complex stored queries or custom VB coding.

Fast implementation with no VB
coding or SQL expertise required



Incorporate into your existing
database, or operate as



Dashboard Builder is a powerful, flexible tool for Microsoft Access that helps you benefit from the valuable

standalone application

data your business collects every day. Quickly define

Access web dashboards with any

dashboards and key metrics you want to monitor, then

web-enabled mobile or desktop

find the answers to critical questions that help drive your

device

operational decisions like:





Unlimited dashboards and metrics
Visual meters with configurable

month?



Drilldown to your form data from

How many orders you received this month versus
last month?

thresholds



What is the average sales price for the current



How many projects are over budget?

Dashboard Builder offers comprehensive features for

each dashboard metric



Supports Microsoft Access, Microsoft SQL Server, and MySQL®
Server linked tables




Full source code access
Lifetime updates

Fast Deployment, Quick Results
Dashboard Builder is built for the average Microsoft Access user. If you are just starting out with Access Dashboard Builder provides an easy-to-understand interface to
define key business metrics without being an expert in

SYSTEM REQUIRE MENTS

query creation. Experienced Access developers will



Microsoft Access 2000, Access

appreciate the easy configuration, as well as the ability to

2002, Access 2003, Access 2007

access the full source code to enhance and modify Dash-

and Access 2010



Comprehensive Features that Save You Time

board Builder as needed.

Compatible with MySQL® Server
and Microsoft SQL Server™
linked tables (optional)
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Microsoft Access that you normally find only in expensive
business intelligence solutions. Instead of spending the
time to create compound SQL queries and reports, Dashboard Builder gives you essential business metrics all in
one place…so you can focus on what’s really important.
And advanced capabilities like the ability to create dashboards for SQL Server and MySQL linked tables means
your investment will pay for itself even if you decide to
upsize your database platform

Make your Data Work for You
Rapid visibility into your operations on a daily basis should be easy…and with Dashboard Builder, it is. Whether you
are a small one person operation, or a large enterprise with many departmental databases, Dashboard Builder offers
an unlimited number of dashboards and metric combinations. You’ve worked hard to collect your data, now put it to
work to drive more success through intelligent decision making with Dashboard Builder.
“If only everyone's technical service
was as fast as yours is to respond to
customers”
B.M.

"You have great tools, probably the
best I have seen. It's saving me a lot
of time in my development of custom

Professional Edition




apps."
M.C., Developer









Create unlimited four-section dashboards with red/
yellow/green dials
Easily set up metrics that count/sum/average values
from your data, or display the maximum or minimum
values
Define metrics for a specific date range (e.g., Today,
This Week, Last Month, etc.) or an exact date range
you specify
Create 'compound' metrics that calculate more than
one other metric (for example, divide one metric by
another)
Drilldown from data dashboards to your forms or automatically created queries based on the metric definition
Set up the red/yellow/green meters to use another
metric as the threshold value
Automatically generate Outlook email message alerts
when a specific metric threshold is exceeded
Add meters and metrics to your own forms (minimal
VB required, examples are provided)
Customize the dashboards to include your own logo

Professional Edition (continued)









Create unlimited graph/chart dashboards that display your data in real-time
Easy to understand graph definition screen that
supports numerous graph types
Display graph data by day, week, month, quarter, or
year
Four distinct graph sizes to embed in your own
forms, include a sparkline graph
Attractive dashboard template that combines graphs
and meters
Copy/paste graphs to any other Microsoft Office
product (e.g., Power Point)
Free access to the OpenGate Library, a collection of
advanced MS Access tools

Web Edition






All Professional Editions features, plus:
Create unlimited Web dashboards
Automatically publish Web dashboards to any FTP
location
Customize HTML templates to your desired look
and feel

About OpenGate Software
OpenGate Software is a leading provider of Microsoft Access software products for businesses of every size, with thousands of users across the globe. We have been in business for
over eight years, based near Denver, Colorado.
Visit us online at www.opengatesw.net
Call (US) 303.748.6452
6140-K6 S Gun Club Road #172, Aurora, CO 80016

